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With more than 300,000 copies sold, Chuck Palahniuk's brilliant first novel and cult classic is being

reissued with a new Introduction by the author An underground classic since its first publication in

1996, Fight Club is widely recognized as one of the most original and provocative novels of the last

decade. Now the author adds his own voice to the critical debate he generated. In a new

Introduction, he discusses the various interpretations in the popular media of Fight Club and the

movie it inspired, as well as his personal reactions to the work's reception and the influence that the

Fight Club phenomenon has already had on our culture. Chuck Palahniuk's darkly funny first novel

tells the story of a disenfranchised young man frustrated with his bureacratic job and superficial

relationships and disillusioned with the consumer culture's prepackaged pleasures. Relief for him

and his peers comes in the form of Tyler Durden, the intensely charismatic inventor of Fight Club.

Waiters, clerks, and middlemen seek out the visceral satisfaction of secret after-hours boxing

matches in the basements of bars, thinking they have found a way to live beyond their confining and

stultifying lives. But in Tyler's world there are no rules, no limits, no brakes. --This text refers to the

Paperback edition.
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Usually great books are either turned into mediocre films or else great films are made from

mediocre books (and we won't even get into the sordid details of the novelizations). Fight Club is

one of the rare instances where a great film was made from a great book. It is perhaps unfair to



mention the film version while discussing the book as they are actually two very different animals.

(And animal is the right word -- perhaps uniquely amongst contemporary novelists, Chuck Palahniuk

writes novels that seem to live in the reader's hands, often threatening at any minute to lunge for the

throat.) While most of the film's incidents are in the book and much of the razor-sharp dialouge is

reproduced directly from the page, the book actually has a far greater satiric edge than the film.

Whereas the film used the story as a celebration of nihilism, the book is far too self-aware to allow

itself to truly celebrate anything. As such, it becomes less a call to action and more a devastatingly

real portrait of a society that has become so commercialized and codified that even the once primal

act of revolution becomes just another submission to pop culture.Fight Club is the story of an

unnamed narrator, an insomniac yuppie who spends his days helping insurance companies get out

of having to pay their claims. He wanders through a meaningless life until he discovers the

emotional release of attending therapy groups for people suffering from various deadly (and rather

embarressing) diseases -- all of which the narrator pretends to have. When the arrival of another

"faker" (the wonderfully dark Marla Singer, whose role is far less central in the book than in the film),

the narrator finds even the shallow comfort of testicular cancer self-help groups has been taken

away from him.

Chuck Palahniuk's debut novel, "Fight Club," is one of the greatest, provocative, and enlightening

books written for our generation. It's a must-read, with a brilliant story, a writing style wonderfully

crafted to depict the real world for as disgusting as it is, and a mischievous character who goes by

the name of Tyler Durden, who's out to change the grotesque problems of modern-day society, for

good.--And great brain food. There are some issues and statements given in this book that really

make you think especially about how we're defining "progress" for humanity. How do we define

success and progress, but by how big of a house we have, or how much we have in the bank, or

how pretty our wives look? In this book, the anti-society society "Fight Club" determines success by

how little you have."Only until we lose everything, are we free to do anything."Tyler Durden, Fight

Club--the movieModern-day consumer-driven cultures have begun to press down on people to the

breaking point, and now Tyler Durden has started his own therapy group that is growing rapidly in

number by each session. It's a therapy group, unlike most of the others, and instead of giving you

guided spiritual meditation and opening your chakras, it promotes violence, pain, and

self-destruction. It's a group where aggressive males are sporting organized fight sessions to

empower themselves by hitting rock bottom. Its called "Fight Club," and it's rapidly spreading in bars

all over the United States.But I've probably said too much already. "First rule of fight club is you



cannot talk about fight club, and the second rule of fight club is you cannot talk about fight club.
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